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Effective temperature and compactivity of a lattice gas under gravity
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The notion of longitudinal effective temperature and its relation with the Edwards compactivity are inves-
tigated in an abstract lattice gas model of granular material compacting under gravity and weak thermal
vibration.
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A distinctive feature of mean-field glassy dynamics is
peculiar violation of fluctuation-dissipation relations whic
leads to the definition of a time-scale dependent ‘‘effect
temperature’’@1,2#, and the possibility of constructing a non
equilibrium thermodynamics of glasses and dense gran
media@3,4#. Effective temperature also appears in atherm
systems, where the high packing density regime is attai
by compression or by using a confining potential. A partic
larly interesting situation, which is relevant to the study
granular materials, occurs when the confining force is gr
ity. In this case a nonstationary inhomogeneous density
file generally arises and the notion of effective temperat
may be then not well defined unless suitable conditions
verified. In this Brief Report we explore the possibility o
defining a global effective temperature in an abstract mo
of granular material under gravity and weak thermal vib
tion, and its relation with the Edwards compactivity.

The model consists of a gas ofN particles on a body
centred cubic~bcc! lattice where there can be at most o
particle per site. There is no cohesion energy among parti
and the Hamiltonian is

H05mg(
i 51

N

hi , ~1!

whereg is the gravity constant,hi is the height of the particle
i, andm its mass. At each time step a particle can move w
probability p to a neighboring empty site if the particle ha
less thann nearest neighbors before and after it has mo
@5#. Here p5min@1,x2Dh#, where Dh561 is the vertical
displacement in the attempted elementary move@6#, and x
5exp(2mg/kBT). We setmg/kB51 andn55 throughout.
At high enough packing density, dynamical models of t
kind possess an extensive entropy of blocked states~defined
as configurations in which any particle is unable to mo!
whose derivative is the so-called Edwards compactivity.
this reason such models exhibit a slow compaction dynam
reminiscent of dense granular matter@7,8#. It was found in
particular that during compaction a generalized fluctuati
dissipation relationship is obeyed@9#, giving a first evidence
of an effective temperature in this regime. In Ref.@9# the
drift contribution to the longitudinal mean-square displac
ment was ignored@10#, leading to claim that ‘‘all measure
of vertical correlation and response lead to the impossib
of defining effective temperature’’ and that ‘‘the vertical dr
due to compaction leads to contradictory results’’@11#. Here
we show that there are no such contradictory results: in
slow compaction regime the drift brings no qualitati
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change in the generalized fluctuation-dissipation relat
found in Ref.@9#, and its effect is substantially negligible a
high packing density.

The fluctuation-dissipation properties can be charac
ized by applying a random perturbation to the system
times t>tw :

He5H01eQ~ t2tw!(
i 51

N

f ihi , ~2!

where f i561 independently for each particle,e is small
enough to probe the linear response regime, andQ is the step
function. The integrated response function is then defined

x~ t,tw!5
1

N (
i 51

N

^ f iDhi~ t !&, ~3!

whereDhi(t) is the height difference between the perturb
and unperturbedi particle at timet. The angular brackets
denote the average over the thermal noise while the over
denotes the average over the random force. The ‘‘me
square displacement’’ between two configurations at timetw
and t.tw is

B~ t,tw!5
1

N (
i 51

N

^@hi~ t !2hi~ tw!1h̃~ tw!2h̃~ t !#2&, ~4!

where the drift motion is taken into account by the avera
height

h̃~ t !5
1

N (
i 51

N

^hi~ t !&. ~5!

Figure 1 reports a parametric plot of mean-square displa
ment vs response function at waiting timetw5213, it clearly
shows that the presence of a slow longitudinal drift does
prevent the existence of generalized fluctuation-dissipa
relation. In particular, no qualitative change occurs in t
characteristic broken-line pattern when the drift termh̃(tw)
2h̃(t) in Eq. ~4! is neglected, while appreciable quantitativ
deviations between the two sets of data~with and without the
drift term! only appear when the measurement time is qu
long. Similar results were also found in the so-called FIL
model under gravity@12#.

The second result of the numerical compaction exp
ment is reported in Fig. 2, it shows that the generaliz
fluctuation-dissipation relation is obeyed at different waiti
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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times. From the parametric plot ofx(t,tw) vs B(t,tw) one
can define a time-scale dependent effective temperatur
means of the relation

Tdyn~ t,tw!5
e

2

B~ t,tw!

x~ t,tw!
, ~6!

providedTdyn is constant on that time scale, and where n
it is understood a possible dependence ofTdyn on the density
profile. Indeed, during compaction the system develops
homogeneous density profiles@7,8#, as it also happens after

FIG. 1. Parametric plot of mean-square displacementB(t,tw) vs
response function 2Tx(t,tw)/e, during compaction dynamics
~circle symbols!. The system is prepared in a random loose pac
state with average densityr rlp.0.707, and evolves under gravit
and thermal vibration withx5exp(21/T)50.2. The perturbation is
turned on at the waiting timetw5213 and measurements are carrie
out for timest in the range@ tw ,tw1105#. The slope of the dashe
line is 0.23@to be compared with 0.20 obtained by neglecting t
drift term (3 symbols!#. The solid line with slope one is the equ
librium fluctuation-dissipation theorem, which is recovered by
moving kinetic constraints~star symbols!.

FIG. 2. Nonequilibrium fluctuation-dissipation relation in
compaction experiment as in Fig. 1, at different waiting timestw .
The slope of the straight lines is 0.18, 0.20, 0.23, and 0.27,
increasing waiting time.
04210
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sudden compression in zero gravity@13#, and one may won-
der about their influence on the effective temperature. In R
@8# the stationarydensity profile was interpreted as forme
by two parts: a lower flat part at critical densityrc.0.84,
and an upper equilibrium part in which kinetic constrain
play no role. Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of t
density profile corresponding to the above compaction
periment: one observes that the upper part of the bulk den
profile increases faster than the lower one~even when the
former become denser than the latter!, and that the bulk pro-
file is far from being flat~see, inset of Fig. 3!. At late time
the contribution of the top free interface is small for we
vibration, and—if sizeable—it would make higher the slo
T/Tdyn, of the fluctuation-dissipation plot~i.e., smaller the
effective temperature!. While the contribution of particles a
the bottom is negligible as they do not evolve at all.

That the generalized fluctuation-dissipation relation is
affectedqualitatively by an inhomogeneous density profi
can be understood in terms of the mean-field dynam
model introduced in Ref.@13#, and further generalized to
nonzero gravity in Ref.@8#. In both cases the long-time re
laxation of the local density factorizes,rc2r(z,t)
5 f (z)g(t). Since the mean-square displacement can
written asB(z,t,tw)5F(z)G(t,tw) on long enough time in-
terval t2tw , the violation factor entails two independe
contributions: a purely geometric factor and a purely d
namic one. The latter contribution is only responsible for t
intrinsic violation of the fluctuation-dissipation relation. Th
notion of effective temperature, therefore, seems to be
reliable provided a geometric factor is taken into account~in
this specific case the global geometric factor entering Eq.~6!
would beF5* f (z)d z/*F(z)d z). Notice that for a purely
flat density profile there is no difference between ‘‘horizo
tal’’ and ‘‘vertical’’ observables~andF51).

The question that naturally arises is whether the long
dinal effective temperature can be interpreted in terms of
Edwards measure, which should now be obtainedby fixing
the density profile of the experimental situation one wishe
reproduce@14#. The numerical implementation of this stra
egy is, however, not straightforward. A more pragmatic a
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FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of the density profile during com
paction dynamics (x50.2 and timet52101k for k51 to 4). Inset:
bulk density profile.
1-2
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proach consists in fixing a few feature of the profile~as sug-
gested in this case by the expression ofF), such as average
density, average slope and so on. This is similar in spiri
the construction of restricted Edwards measure which
been recently exploited in Refs.@15,16#, and generally im-
proves the comparison with numerical experiments.

As a preliminary attempt to relate the effective tempe
ture Tdyn, to the inverse compactivityTEdw, we have com-
puted the Edwards entropysEdw(r) to the lowest approxima
tion, i.e., just by fixing a homogeneous density. In passi
the definition of blocked configuration in presence of grav

FIG. 4. Comparison between effective temperatures:Tdyn is
measured during the compaction experiment from the fluctuat
dissipation relation at timetw . TEdw is approximated through the
Edwards measure with a homogeneous densityr such that the av-
erage bulk density profile at timetw of the compaction experimen
is rav(tw)5r.
v.

at-
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requires here some care; if one assumes a flat profile, it is
clear why blocked configurations should depend upon gr
ity, like in the definition adopted in Ref.@11#. We have there-
fore, explicitly checked that there is no dependence up
gravity for the bcc lattice. This is not however the mo
general case: interestingly, we found that for the simple cu
lattice, the anisotropy due to gravity,~say along the direction
001!, suppresses the first order character of the phase tra
tion present in the Edwards measure at density below'0.7,
@17#. We have then estimatedTEdw(r) from the relation

TEdw

dsEdw

d r
5T

ds

dr
, ~7!

wheres(r)52r ln r2(12r)ln(12r) is the equilibrium en-
tropy @18#. The two effective temperatures,TEdw and Tdyn,
are shown in Fig. 4 at several densities corresponding to
average bulk density profiles of the compaction experime
It is clear that a ponderable comparison is possible o
when other features of the density profile~e.g., the average
slope! are fixed, but much work is needed to test this poi

In conclusion, we confirm the existence of a generaliz
fluctuation-dissipation relation in an abstract model of de
granular matter which exhibits nonstationary inhomogene
density profiles. The occurrence of a longitudinal effecti
temperature in the slow compaction regime has been just
by a mean-field dynamical model and its relation with t
Edwards compactivity has been discussed.
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